
Social and economic skills can play a key role in women and girls’ empowerment, contribute into drug abuse pre-

vention and its realted crime including GBV. Howerver, the socio-economic resilience calls upon skills in Business 

and sustainable livelihood. That is the reason why COB in collaboration with its partners, have organized 12 hours  

an online training (4 sessions of 3 hrs/session: 6th to 13th  Dec. 2021) for Leaders of CSOs intervening in Drug pre-

vention, women empowerment and youth levilihood developpment. They have been trained to train thier members.  

Trainers were: Dr Sarfaraj Karim ( Director of Management Straty _ India), Mr Jamshid Khan Shinwari (UN_ Afgh-

nistan) and  Dr Noorul  Anwar ( National Health Academy _ India). Thanks for the participants and partnetrs 

   16 Days of Activism against GBV   

I. Introduction   

Participants:   
  



School Outreach on Drug abuse  and GBV prevention has been done at Muzinda Agro-food Technologies Girls’ High Bo-

dying School _ This regional school is based in West of Burundi, Province Bubanza  took part in 16 days of activism on 

GBV. Thier activities include « Dance, songs and sketches, all expressing thier involvement in reduction of GBV at School.  

Experience sharing and model inspiration / with special Guests  
 

 Miss Delicia INEZA, the African Miss STEM _ Miss for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics; 

 Miss Esther NKURUNZIZA, the Master Degree student in the University of Burundi, in IT engineering _ who has been award-

ed by the PNUD for its innovative work on “Automatic irrigation System—application”;  

 Ma fille HAKZIMANA, young video Tech, design and editor, Student at Grands Lacs University in IT and also per time 

Journalist _ Techinician at Heritage TV, 
 

“Young girls can do more thing once they are self-motivated and encouraged. We need to focus on what we want to be and 

stand for experiencing what others are doing. But what is more relevant, focus on our own dream makes us super: Yes, that is 

true, I have myself tried and proved it”, said Miss Delicia.  
 

Esther: “Girls power always remain in what they want to be in Future. Young boys running behind me for marriage have many 

times challenged me but I did take break after my BAC because I thought about what I was decided to be: “A Young Generation 

Model”, Look, now I am in front of you calling upon you integrity to stand for you  future”.  
 

For Ma Fille: “ It is impossible to study as young girl without integrated Model. Sometimes, we need to follow our elder sisters, 

mothers or others who are making difference at school, in the community and around the world. We, girls, we can!” 


